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Runtime Verification (RV) consists of monitoring the behavior of a system,
either on-the-fly as it executes, or post-mortem after its execution for example by
analyzing log files. Within the last decade several systems have been developed
to address this issue. These systems usually implement specification languages
which are based on formalisms such as state machines [11, 14, 8, 12, 5], regular
expressions [1, 8], temporal logic [16, 10, 15, 3, 19, 9, 18, 8, 5], or grammars [8].

Some systems are based on some form of rewriting. In the Java PathExplorer
(Jpax) system [15] a property is represented as an LTL [17] term. The semantics
of LTL is in turn specified by a set of rewrite rules of the form lhs ⇒ rhs, for
example, it contains a rewrite rule reflecting the semantics of the until operator
(p until q): p U q = q ∨ (p ∧©(p U q)). Each new event causes the current LTL
term to be rewritten into a new term representing the formula that holds in the
next step. For example, a formula on the form “always, an a implies eventually
b”: �(a → ♦b), on an event a is rewritten into ♦b ∧ �(a → ♦b). Properties
in Jpax are propositional in the sense that formulas cannot refer to events that
carry data. The TraceContract Scala API lifts this principle to the Scala
programming language, while also handling data parameterization as well as
state machines. Other systems based on this form of LTL-rewriting include [10,
3, 19, 18].

The Ruler system [6, 7], and its state machine oriented derivative LogScope
[4], implement rule-based systems. The state of such a system at any point in
time is a set of facts, for example {open(file1), closed(file2)}. An incoming
event is a new fact that is added to this set. A Ruler specification is in princi-
ple a set of rules of the form: lhs⇒ rhs, where the left hand side (lhs) is a set
of conditions on the current monitoring state (set of facts), and the right hand
side rhs is a set of actions to be taken in case the conditions are satisfied, for
example adding or deleting facts. Ruler’s inspiration comes from imperative
(executable) temporal logics, as for example found in MetateM [2]. The key
problem in evaluating a set of rules given a set of facts is to perform efficient
matching of facts against conditions in rules. It is not difficult to imagine, that
in the case where many facts are stored this matching process can be costly if
not performed in a smart manner.
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The field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) has itself studied a problem very sim-
ilar to the runtime verification problem, namely rule-based production systems,
used for example to represent knowledge systems. In such systems a specification
is likewise a set of rules lhs ⇒ rhs, with a similar interpretation as in Ruler.
The classic AI approach to efficient matching is the Rete algorithm [13]. This
algorithm maintains a network of facts, avoiding to re-evaluate all conditions
in each rule’s left hand side each time the fact database changes. We have im-
plemented the rather sophisticated Rete algorithm in the Scala programming
language and are exploring its utility for the RV problem. We address its func-
tionality (is it a solution for implementing runtime monitors) and its efficiency
(how does it compare with state-of-the-art RV systems). Dynamic program vi-
sualization is used to demonstrate the algorithm and the modifications needed
for it to apply to the RV problem.
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